
 

 

 

 

GRAND MASTER  FIGJAM 0408 993 099 RELIGIOUS ADVISER & 
HASH NERD 

Boxy 
 

0448 841 912 

HASH CASH Abbo 
 

TBA HASH HABERDASH Heart Starter 
 

0416 673 983 

HARE RAISER Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH TRASH Mammary 
Stick 

0417 776 098 

HASH BOOZE Shredder 0402 229 970 SONG MISTRESS Flower 0408 706 641 

HASH FLASH Ned 0407 500 843 HASH RECYCLER Ten Fingers 0424 955 426 

 
Half an hour before run no 2175, the heavens opened and a deluge of mosquito-inviting 
precipitation obliterated every sign of Sherbet ever having set a run.  This didn't stop a large 
number of hashers arriving to ensure Sherbet's much anticipated nosh didn't go to waste. 
 
Even a lovely LGBTQI rainbow came out to show that hash doesn't discriminate, which is just as 
well because even though Pith-head has been posting photos of naked men on Facebook, he is 
definitely NOT gay.  Although apparently his boyfriend is...  
 
Verbal trail instructions were given, and the crowd set off to do whatever the hell they 
wanted.  Un-named runner Michelle excitedly discussed her latest dating app with Boxy, not 
realising that a naming was in store as Boxy was carrying his bad Habit with him.  She was 
christened during the circle and shall forevermore be known as "Tinderbox". 
 
Shredder gave the run report and was quite complimentary about the scenic vista until Sherbet 
interrupted him and her score was downgraded to 5/10.  Singapore Sling gave the walk report 
and sadly thought it was considered a badge of honour to be one of the only walkers to have 
completed the entire walk in accordance with Sherbet's instructions.  He clearly hasn't 
understood the BNH3 concept of brown-nosing over-achieving, but no doubt this will be 
drummed into him over time and he'll be one of the letterbox walkers by the time we've finished 
with him.  He gave it a blistering 9/10. 
 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 
is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 
Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

HASH TRASH
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Awards/Down Downs 
 

Hash Award Hasher For 

Hare Sherbet Not setting a run 

Big Prick Ten Fingers 

Referrring to Gob Shite as an assortment of names 
including Crab Stick/Crab's Dick/Crab Shite/Crob 
Shite etc - anything but Gob Shite really. 

Double Small 
Prick   

Dummy Boxy Flogging his Aldi shorts.  What did they do wrong? 

Imposter 
Dummy 

Boxy Getting the zip of his shorts caught (not sure if this 
was while flogging them) and asking ET to fix it for 
him. 

Grub Shirt   

Other Charges 
Chargee/s For 

Shredder/Generic/Rabbi/Jake 
the Peg 

Returnees - nobody bothered to ask where they'd 
been because of the usual prevailing care factor 

Snow White 
Visitor - only comes when the run is at 
Sandgate/Shorncliffe 

Ten Fingers 
For his bad bow tie, which goes with his bad jokes 
(and general clowning around...) 

Heartstarter 
Being seen to engage in piss abuse, and therefore 
in direct breach of commandment no 5. 

Singapore Sling/ET/Snow White 

Mountain Goat award.  No-one was able to ascertain 
who had mounted the goat, but they were all pretty 
muddy. 

Flower 
Tried to reverse her car into the GM, and was 
charged for missing. 

Sex Change 
Pulled a calf muscle doing something he shouldn't 
have been. 

Gob Shite (aka Crab 
Stick/Crab's Dick/Crab 
Shite/Crob Shite) 

Not wearing a hash shirt for his second run.  Boxy 
was able to provide him with a spare, and also 
offered to find him some plastic shorts that will make 
him sweat like buggery (not that Boxy knows 
firsthand what this is like). 



Fig Jam 

Some f*cking imposter has been seen driving 
around in a Mazda sporting the GM's stolen number 
plate. 

Flower 
Calling out affectionately to a cute little canine who 
responded by cocking his leg.  Good dog. 

Smooth Ride & Struck F*ck 
Over achieving by participating in some pre-hash 
exercise (?). 

Pith-head 

Despite the naked photos, Pithy assured everyone 
he isn’t batting for the other side.  No-one was sure 
which other side he was referring to. 

 
 
NEXT WEEK’S RUN – Run No. 2176  27.01.2020:   Next week’s awesome run will be 
sponsored by over-achievers Struck F*ck and Smooth Ride – Arthur Davis Park, Flinders Parade, 
Sandgate (near Sandgate Pool). 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

• BNH3 AGPU – 29th February 2020 (Smooth Ride’s 17th birthday). 
• Next year’s BNH3 Camping weekend will be held on 23rd – 27th October 2020 ie the 

first weekend in November. 
• Limit on food expenditure is $110 with receipts required. 

 

             
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

       
 
 

        
 
 
 
 
 
          
 
 
 



       

     
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 

    
 

 
 

 

 
 


